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Binary SMBHs: 
We haven’t really found any yet!*

* ”Actually, there are around 300 publications currently 
exist reporting binary/dual SMBH candidates.”
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SUPERMASSIVE
Black Holes (SMBHs):
106 – 109 Solar masses

Images: NASA/STSci; Video: Gadget/V. Springel<< 0.1 pc
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Interactions in the “Final Parsec”

“Hard binary” 
when binding 

energy >> kinetic 
energy of ambient 

material!

Binary separation 



e.g. Cuadra et al. (2009), Chapon et 
al. (2013), Franchini et al (2021)

Gas dynamics?

<< 0.1 pc

kpc

e.g. , Khan et al, 2011; 
Holley-Bockelmann & 
Khan, 2015; Vasiliev et al, 
2015; Pfister et al, 2017

Triaxial orbits, 3-
body interactions

Subsequent 
merger

e.g. Pfeifle et al. (2019), 
Foord et al. (2021), 
Bonetti et al. (2018)

Something drives the binary’s evolution here, but what? 

How does it w
ork?

Interactions in the “Final Parsec”



Inspiral of Binary SMBHs

Recoil!PTA
continuous-wave

LISA band for 
intermediate-mass BHs

10pc 0.1pc 0.0001pc 0 pc 
Approximate binary separation

e.g. Burke-Spolaor et al. (2019). B. Cheeseboro thesis (2022)

Do binaries make it past this point? 
How, how fast, and with how much 
continued interaction remaining?

stellar hardening

gas-driven evolution
e = 0.3

e = 0.0

PTA waveforms depend on 
evolution mechanism



Interactions in the “Final Parsec”

Circumbinary Disk & Jet Evolution

Image Credit: J. Krolik, M Volonteri

A wealth of broad-
spectrum emission here

Palenzuela et al. (2010)

Testing Black hole / 
plasma / jet interactions



A&A 621, A11 (2019)

Fig. 1. Geometry of the precession model, adopted and generalized
from Qian et al. (1991, 2017, 2018). Five coordinate systems are intro-
duced. In the observer’s system (Xn,Yn,Zn), the knot motion is defined
by parameters (✏,  , !, a, and x) or (✏,  , !, r0, and z0).

s0 along the jet axis:

s0 =

Z
z0

0

p
1 + (dr0/dz0)2dz0. (2)

The axial distance z0(=Z) and A(s0) are measured in units of mil-
liarcseconds (mas) and the phases ! and � are measured in units
of radians. In this paper we do not consider the helical motion of
the superluminal components and thus we assume A⌘ 0 and only
consider their motion along the precessing jet axis (parabolic tra-
jectory pattern).

In this simplified case, knots move along the jet axis, and
their coordinates (X,Y,Z)⌘(Xj,Yj,Zj) and the coordinates of the
precessing jet axis (Xj,Yj,Zj) are

Xj(r0,!) = r0cos!, (3)
Yj(r0,!) = r0sin!, (4)
Zj = z0. (5)

When the parameters ✏,  , a, x, and � (bulk Lorentz factor of
the knot) are set, the kinematics of the knot (projected trajectory,
apparent velocity, Doppler factor, and viewing angle as functions
of time) can then be calculated. The formulas are described as

Xn(z0,!) = Xj(z0,!)cos � [z0sin✏ � Yj(z0,!)cos✏]sin , (6)
Yn(z0,!) = Xj(z0,!)sin + [z0sin✏ � Yjcos✏]cos , (7)

introducing the functions
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We can then calculate the viewing angle ✓, apparent transverse
velocity �a, Doppler factor �, and the elapsed time T (at which
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the double-jet scenario: the projected cone of the pre-
cessing jet-A (northern jet; solid lines) and the projected cone of the
precessing jet-B (southern jet; dashed lines). Numbers denote the corre-
sponding precession phases for the trajectories. ! = 6.0 rad and 3.0 rad
approximately denote the edges of the cones. Red circles and violet
squares are the data points for knots C31 and C7a, respectively.

the knot reaches distance z0) as

✓ = arccos[cos�(cos ✏ + sin ✏ tan�p)], (11)

� =
1

�(1 � � cos ✓)
, (12)

�a =
� sin ✓

1 � � cos ✓
, (13)

T =

Z
z0

0

1 + z

��v cos�s

dz0, (14)

z is redshift, � = v/c, v is the spatial velocity of knot, and � =
(1 � �2)�1/2 is the Lorentz factor.

We note that in the scenario of the precessing jet noz-
zle model described above, the precessing common trajectory
is defined in the coordinate system (X,Y,Z,) and is described
by the parameters a, x, and !. With respect to the observer’s
system (Xn,Yn,Zn) the trajectory is defined by the parameters
(a, x,!, ✏, ). Generally, changes in any parameter or their com-
bination will introduce the change of the trajectory pattern in the
observer’s system. In particular, in the following model-fitting
of the kinematics of the superluminal components, changes in
parameter  will be applied to study the knots’ trajectory cur-
vatures in their outer jet regions, while in their innermost jet
regions parameter  will be assumed to be constant to demon-
strate their motion following a precessing common trajectory. In
these cases the changes in  imply their outer trajectory rotating
about the viewing axis Yn. We note that angle ✏ is assumed to be
a constant.

It is emphasized here that our precession model is mainly
used to fit the innermost trajectory of the knots and their ejec-
tion position angles. Due to non-ballistic motions near the core
their ejection position angles are quite di↵erent from the average
position angles measured within ⇠1 mas of core separation (e.g.,
Lister et al. 2013; Chatterjee et al. 2008).

As we have argued, 3C279 may have a double-jet structure
and the source kinematics may be explained in terms of a double-
jet precession scenario. A sketch is shown in Fig. 2 to describe
the assumed double-jet structure that contains two jets desig-
nated as jet-A and jet-B. We give the model-fitting results for
the superluminal components of jet-A and those of jet-B.

In this paper we adopt the concordant cosmological model
(⇤CDM model) with ⌦m = 0.27, ⌦� = 0.73, and Hubble con-
stant H0 = 70 km s�1 Mpc�1 (Spergel et al. 2003). Thus, for
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Radio VLBI for Multi-messenger AGN
Helical, periodic, or precessing jets

Multiple jets/outflows

3C279

Jet A

Jet B

Resolving/Tracking Dual Cores

e.g. Qian et al. (2019)

e.g. Kun et al. (2013)e.g. Rodriguez et al. (2007)
also Wrobel & Lazio (2023 — 

tracking sub-pc binaries with ngVLA)



Quasar Periodic 
Variability 

Charisi et al. (2022): 
Doppler boosting of material 

around cloase binary

Liu et al (2019)

Graham et al (2019)

Chen et al. (2022)



Testing SMBH Binary Influence on Galaxy Growth

McConnell & Ma (2013), Simon & Burke-Spolaor (2016), Shankar et al. (2016)

PTAs probe here

Region ruled out by gravitational-wave non-
detection

(2013)

(2013)

PTAs probe the 
background of 

gravitational waves!



Pulsar Timing Arrays…



PTAs will make the first clear 
identifications of SMBHB sources. 

They will also probe the bulk 
properties of nearby binary SMBHs.



A Really Big Gravitational Wave

(equivalent to a 
 black hole binary at 2 AU)109 M⊙

h ~ 0.5
h ∝

M5/3

D
f2/3



Strain variations
(Binary black hole 
in another galaxy)

Pulsar 
Timing 
Arrays
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Gravitational-wave Frequency (Hz)
Simulation from Simon & Burke-Spolaor (2016)

Binary orbital period
Decades years months

PTA limits

Public binary SMBH 
universe simulator: 
https://github.com/
nanograv/holodeck



Burke-Spolaor (2019);  plot by Luke Kelley

Make this one from Luke’s papers, 
perhaps, or holodeck. 

Or show comparison of spectra of 
different sources (inflation, 

strings, SMBHBs).

“RED”: More noise at low frequency 

Black Holes: Pure gravitational wave emission

Non-circular binaries

star, gas interactions

overall 
amplitude 

scale defined 
by SMBH 
mass and 

merger rate

PTA limits



PTA Limits 
vs. 

Predictions

Image Credit: 
A. Sesana
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Pulsar timing search sensitivity



“Common red noise process” (NANOGrav 12.5year data, 2020)

Arzoumanian et al. (2020) [NANOGrav], Antoniadis et al. (2022) [IPTA data release 2]

strain spectral index
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Quadrupole favored slightly over other correlations but not yet 
strong (2.5σ level).

How much does it look like a quadrupolar 
gravitational wave?

11-year 12.5-year

Arzoumanian et al (2020)

gravitational wave

clock errors
solar-system errors



◇Recently: 
Detection protocols document
◇Late 2023(?): 
Super-sensitive IPTA “Data 
Release 3” 
(NANOGrav, EPTA, PPTA, InPTA, 
CHIME, MeerKAT data) 
(lead: Deborah Good)

🇵🇷

😞

Allen et al. 
(arXiv 
2304.04767)

Watch for New IPTA-Wide Results: June 29th in ApJL!Watch for New IPTA-Wide Results: June 29th in ApJL!



If this is a background of binary SMBHs, 
we are already constraining the 
demographics of binary SMBHs.



We anticipate in the next 5-10 years, we will 
be in the “resolved binary” era.



Charisi & D’Orazio (in prep)

X, γ, radio, optical



Mingarelli et al. (2017), Xin et al. (2021)
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Binary Black Holes Timeline

2023                 2025                2027                2029                  2031                  2033

Background 
detection

First  
individual binary detection Multiple binaries

Pulsar timing 
arrays

Detection
Confidence    2019   2024     2029

2σ           8%      96%     100%
3σ           2%      36%     100% 
4σ           1%      16%     100%

Likely detection of at 
least one individual 

binary by 2029 

SKA 2030’s

Modelled from local galaxy 
mergers, merger rates:



PTA Observation: SKA+IPTA
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The Roles of SKAO and ngVLA
A snapshot of mid-2030’s, in just the right universe.

Simulated Binary SMBH ngVLA Observation: 30GHz
214x18m Main Array plus

11 Continental-scale antennae (VLBA + 5x18m at GBO)

Binary stats:
- h = 2.9 x 10-15

- Mc = 109 Msun
- D = 21 Mpc
- P ~ 20 years



How well can we localize binaries?
Localization capabilities of (simulated) IPTA

Goldstein et al. (2019)

size of localization in deg2
RA

 (r
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)
Dec (rad)

Lik

Likely hosts up to z ≲ 1.2, Mbulge ≳ 1011 M⊙



Long-term monitoring (not urgent response) requred.
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First detections will 
live here! They will live 
here a very long time.

OJ287
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Binary Black Holes Dreamline
The next 5-10 years contain many unknowns about what universe we live in!

2023                 2025                2027                2029                  2031                  2033

Background 
detection

First individual 
 binary detection

Multiple binaries

Pulsar timing 
arrays

2037: 
LISA launch

Roman

SKA

eROSITA

CRTS

VLASS

VRO/LSST
…and existing widefield image/spectro surveys of galaxies like SKA, WISE, 2MASS…

ngVLA

GW background: detection; constraining spectrum; BH demographics

EM: identifying, studying binary candidates

EM: error region search

GW: building binary signal strength; 
constraining EM candidates

EM: targeted AGN, host studies

GW: constraining EM candidates

Binary AGN Evolution Theory



Next 5-10 years with continuous binaries…

• Detecting SMBH Binaries with PTAs:


• GW background appears close/imminent.


• Individual systems are on the horizon.


• Search for the first PTA-detected hosts:


• Large, archival galaxy surveys.


• New and archival shallow, wide-field time-domain surveys.


• New, deep signature searches and deep, large-N monitoring. 


• Check out talks by P. Penil, C. Chan!







NANOGrav 12.5yr Horizon Map

Arzoumanian et al. (accepted) [led by C. Witt]



hs ∝
M5/3

c f2/3

D

IPTA DR3 IPTA DR3

Currently ~800 papers / 500 sources in BOBcat list.

Recall 
Sydnor & Burke-Spolaor (in prep)

common noise
common noise

Estimated for two  binaries.109M⊙



IPTA DR3 IPTA DR3

Currently ~800 papers / 500 sources in BOBcat list.

Sydnor & Burke-Spolaor (in prep)

common noise
common noise

Estimated for one  binary and one  binary.109M⊙ 1010M⊙

hs ∝
M5/3

c f2/3

D
Recall 



This is a rapidly growing field, lots of unknowns! 

We know what to do next, 
but the scope may evolve. 



Building a Binary Population
The background strain is a literal sum of the discrete binary signals…  

The SMBH binary distribution directly relates to the host galaxy distribution…

Number of 
galaxy 

mergers

Galaxy 
mass 

function

Galaxy 
merger rate

BH masses relate to progenitor properties by M-Mbulge or M-sigma relations.

e.g. Simon & Burke-Spolaor (2016), Kelley et al. (2017), Simon (2023), much work by V. Ravi, A. Sesana

d4N
d( . . . )

∝
d3nG

dz dM dq
= Φ(z, M)ℛ(z, M, q)



Stochastic
Background Ensemble signal 

from all sources

Coalescence
“memory”

Continuous 
Wave

Black holes make several signal types…

Images: NASA; Plots: Burke-Spolaor (2019)
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Pulsar residuals:
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Strain spectrum:

Gravitational-wave Frequency (Hz)

Pulsar 2

Pulsar 1

Pulsar 3

Showing simulated 
binary background in 

Universe… 



ngVLA and SKAO Contributions
Building and Characterizing our Pulsar Timing Instruments

The most revealing pulsars are the rarest ones!

1. Understanding our “pulsar antennae”
(Find, study rare systems)


2. Efficient all-sky and high-DM searches 
[see poster P75 - Levin]


3. High-precision timing  
[Recall Ryan Shannon’s MeerKAT talk]

GW background S/N ∝ Npulsars Tbaseline(Nobs/σpulsar noise)3/2

SKAO low+mid: 
predicted to discover 
SKA1: 1200 MSPs 
SKA2: 5000 MSPs



ngVLA/SKAO…

• Fast transients are instruments that ngVLA, SKAO will 
calibrate, grow, and enable.  

• Through FRB localization (~10000/year).


• Through Pulsar detection and studies (detect, time GC pulsars 
and hundreds more MSPs).


• ngVLA, SKAO VLBI can contribute multi-messenger SMBH 
binary studies.



If it’s a GWB, what is it?

• Supermassive binary black holes e.g. Arzoumanian et al. (2018)

• Strings e.g. Blanco-Pillado, Olum, & Wachter (2021)

• Cosmic string loops, Superstrings 

• Inflationary and phase-transition GWs 
e.g. Arzoumanian et al. (2021), Xue et al. (2021), Lasky et al. (2016)

• First-order phase transitions 
• Sensitive at ~1 MeV - 10 GeV scales (e.g. QCD)

EXPECT

THE
UNEXPECTED! 
(Cutler et al. 2014)



How can we decide?

• Supermassive binary black holes e.g. Arzoumanian et al. (2018)

• Detect a “resolved” system.
• Track spectral turnover.
• Consistency with galaxy merger models.

• Strings e.g. Blanco-Pillado, Olum, & Wachter (2021)

• Measure spectrum
• Support from LISA/LIGO  

• Inflationary and phase-transition GWs 
e.g. Arzoumanian et al. (2021), Xue et al. (2021), Lasky et al. (2016)

• Constrain spectrum
• Support from LISA/LIGO  

Constraining the spectrum 
and resolved-system 

detection need more pulsars, 
lower receiver noise, longer 

time baselines.



The horizon may grow…

Kelley et al. (2018)

Each color is one realization of a 
Universe

Black-circled sources contribute of 
power to the total signal.

≥ 50 %

See also Boyle & Pen (2012), Ravi (2013), Babak & Sesana (2013),…



Red:
secondary or tertiary indicator

Theories & Observations:  Gower82, Komossa+03, Graham04, Milosavljevic+Phinney05, 
Volonteri+08, Comerford+09, Liu+10, Burke-Spolaor11, Shen+11, Fabbiano+11, Sesana+11, 
Eracleous+11, Tanaka+12, Liu+14, Graham+15, Liu+15, Liao+20, Chen+20, and 800 more

(doppler-shifted emission lines)

Periodic flux/morphology

Burke-Spolaor (2013)

Galaxy pairs/ 
Dual stellar cores

Single core with tidal
tails, no companion

Heightened star formation

Periodic morphology, dual jets, and/or precession


